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AN ALTERNATE CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTINUITY
BRUCE D. SMITH

Abstract.
The notion of an almost continuous function has
previously been defined in two different ways. This paper explores
the relationship between these two notions, leading to an alternate
characterization of continuity for real functions.

Introduction.
The notion of an almost continuous function has been
defined in two different ways by J. Stallings and by T. Husain. In their
paper, Properties of almost continuous functions, Paul E. Long and Earl E.
McGehee, Jr., have raised the question of the relationship between these
two notions [1, p. 180]. The study of this question has led to an alternate
characterization of continuity for real functions, which is developed in
this paper. I extend my thanks to John W. Lamperti for his many helpful
suggestions.

Throughout the following, let G(f)<=Xx Y denote the graph of the
function /: X-> Y, and let R denote the reals with the standard topology.
Stallings defines almost continuity as follows [2, p. 252] :
Definition 1. A function /: X-*- Y, where X and Y are topological
spaces, is almost continuous if and only if for any open set N^Xx Y, if
G(f)<=N, there exists a continuous function g:X->-Y such that G(g)<^N.
Husain defines almost continuity somewhat differently in [3] :
Definition 2. A function /: X-* Y, where X and Y are topological
spaces, is almost continuous at x e A'if and only if for each open set F<= Y
containing/(x),
C1(/_1(K)) is a neighborhood of x. If/is almost continuous at each point of X, then / is called almost continuous.
Clearly any continuous function satisfies both of these definitions. There
are, however, many functions which satisfy one or the other of these
definitions of almost continuity, and yet are not continuous. Examples of
such functions are included in this paper.

Results. It is useful in what follows to introduce a third class of
functions. We define these as follows:
Definition 3. A function /: X-^- Y, where X and Y are topological
spaces, is of the Cesàro type if and only if there exist nonempty open sets
U^X and Fe Y such that, for all y e V, t/c Cl(/-X(y)).
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The following example of such a function is due to Cesàro :

Example 1. Let f-.R-^-R be given byf(x)=0

if x i [0, 1], and/(x)=

lim sup(a1+ß2-|-- • -+an)ln for x e [0, 1], where the at are given by the
unique nonterminating binary expansion of the number x = (0.axa2 ■• •)•
Note that this function takes on every value between 0 and 1 on every
interval I<= [0, 1]. To clarify the relationship between continuous functions
and functions of the Cesàro type, we have the following:
Lemma 1. Any function
Tx-space is discontinuous.

of the Cesàro type into a connected nontrivial

Proof.
Given a function /: X—>Y of the Cesàro type, where X is a
topological space and F is a connected nontrivial 7\-space, there exist open
sets [/and Fas described in Definition 3. A point in a connected nontrivial
Tj-space cannot be open, so V must then contain at least two distinct
points,yx andy2. Then V\{y2} is an open set containingyv If/is continuous,
then/~1(K\{j2}) is an open set, and U(~\f~1(V\{y2}) is a nonempty open
set. But this is impossible, sincef~x(y2) is dense in U. Thus/is discontinuous.
As a further preliminary we note the following, which is proved by

Stallingsin [2, p. 260]:
Lemma 2. Let X and Y be topological spaces, where X is connected and
XxY is a completely normal Hausdorjf space. If the function f: X-^- Y is
almost continuous in the sense of Stallings, then G(f) is connected.

We can now characterize

continuity

of real functions as follows:

Theorem.
A realfunction f. R-^-R is continuous if and only if it satisfies
the following three conditions:
(i) It is almost continuous in the sense of Stallings.
(ii) It is almost continuous in the sense of Husain.
(iii) It is not of the Cesàro type.

Proof.
Necessity, (i) and (ii) are obvious, (iii) follows from Lemma 1.
Sufficiency. Suppose / is not continuous. Choose a point of discontinuity x9. There exists an open interval J={y\s<y<t}
where/(x0) eJ,
such that for any open set N containing x0 there exists some w e N with
f(w)$J.
Now choose any s', t' such that s<s'<f(x0)<t'<t.
Let
J' = {y\s'<y<t'}.
By property (ii), there exists an open set N such that
x0e N and f~l(J') is dense in N. But there exists some w e N such that
f(w) $ J. Thus there exists an open interval K={y\q<y<r}
where/(w) e K
and C\(K)r\Cl(J')=0.
We may assume without loss of generality that
s'<.t'<q<r.
By property (ii), there exists an open set M such that w e M
and f_1(K) is dense in M. Consider the open sets U=Nr\M
and V=
{y\t'<y<q}- Since w e N,Mwe have U¿¿ 0. Clearly V¿¿ 0. Thus property
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(iii) applies, and there exists some y0 e V and some open interval Q^U
such that j0 $f(Q). Since/_1(/') is dense in N, we may choose a, b e Q

such that f(a), f(b) eJ' and a<b. Let P={(x,y)\a<x<b

and y>y0}.

Sincef^(K) is dense in M, the set PC\G(f) is nonempty. By construction,
Bd(F)nC7(/)=0.
Hence P and the complement of its closure are a
separation of G(f). But by property (i) and Lemma 2, G(f) is connected.
Hence/is continuous, and the proof is complete.
It is interesting now to ask the question whether or not the three conditions cited in the theorem are redundant. A partial answer may be obtained by looking at some examples.
Example 2. Let/: R-^-R be given by/(x)=x
if x is rational and/(x) =
—x if x is irrational.
This is a discontinuous function satisfying properties (ii) and (iii), but
not (i). Hence property (i) is not redundant and must be included.

Example 3. Let f:R^>-R be given by/(x)=sin(l/x)

for x^O, and

/(0)=0.
This is a discontinuous function satisfying properties (i) and (iii), but
not (ii). Hence property (ii) must also be included.
We now consider Example 1, as presented earlier. The graph of this
function has been shown to be connected [4, p. 173]. It clearly does not
satisfy property (iii), but it does satisfy (ii). Thus, if the converse to Lemma
2 holds, it satisfies (i) as well, and none of the properties is redundant.
Stallings has posed the question of whether such a converse exists [2,
p. 261], and it seems a reasonable conjecture that it does. This is a topic for
further study.
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